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COMFORTLINE II NOBLE, FLEXIBLE AND C OMFORTABLE

Comfortline II is the successor to the well-established and acclaimed
Comfortline I and includes chairs, wash units, styling units and reception furniture featuring a distinct, sleek design language. These
stylish furnishings add a noble and respectable touch to any salon.
Thanks to the diverse range of possible combinations, Comfortline II
meets all individual needs and requirements. The upholstery is available in a variety of colours and can be combined with different chair
elements.

The design furnishings in Comfortline II fit in perfectly with any salon
concept and ambiance. In other words, they are perfectly timeless.
The seats on the Comfortline II chairs offer the highest level of comfort and it goes without saying that all other elements are not only
beautifully designed, but also feature excellent technical functionality. I developed Comfortline II based on my many years of experience
as an interior designer with an international clientele. Daniel Huber,
Interior Architect and Furniture Designer, Switzerland.
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Darker wood finishes combined with black. The black washbasin on the Comfort Wash and the black base of the Comfort Chair
ensure a combination as stylish as it is powerful.
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The Comfort Line photography was taken in Amsterdam for a good reason; Amsterdam is a city in a
constant state of renewal, and in which old and new have been walking hand-in-hand for centuries. A
shining example of this is the new Rijksmuseum. This imposing museum, dating back to 1885 and designed by architect Pierre Cuypers, was completely renovated for an eight-year period from 2004 while
retaining the original features. Over the course of the first year following this substantial renovation,
the museum attracted as many as three million visitors; two million more than in the last year prior to
the renovation.

TOUGH

The trendy Comfort, in which bronze and tan tones come together. The bronze panels are given
additional warmth by the LED lighting, which accentuates the chair. The black reception is equipped
in this setting with bronze mirrored panels (also available with clear or anthracite mirrors).
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The clear mirror panels form a warm symbiosis with the grey shades of the wood and the
dark grey upholstery. The grey wood type is
reflected in the styling unit, creating a calm
whole.
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White wood with black upholstery and dark mirrors, for fans of
sleek lines in an environment of contrasts. New functionalism.
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White upholstery with Ahorn wooden panels ensure a
pronounced lounge atmosphere. The luxurious choice, with
a nod towards times gone by.

Amsterdam intertwines the old and the new
Modern architecture and historic buildings
form the basis for diversity in this fast-paced
city. Grand and compelling on the one hand,
with impressive museums and theatres, but
boasting the charm of a village and with an eye
for the small things in life on the other hand.
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Petrol blue combined with light oak on an aluminium star base lends the Comfort a Scandinavian twist.
Ideal for combining with vintage features.

COMFORT C HAIR FUNCTION
X-BASE

DISC-BASE

Aluminium star base on five sliders. Hydraulic lockable

Stainless steel disc with a diameter of 55

pump with stainless steel housing.

cm. Hydraulic lockable pump with stainless steel housing.

X-BASE

DISC-BASE

Aluminium star base on five wheels and a central

Stainless steel disc, 50 cm square.

brake. Hydraulic lockable pump with stainless steel

Hydraulic lockable pump with stainless

housing.

steel housing.

X-BASE

FIX-BASE

Aluminium star base with black powder coating on five

Stainless steel disc with a diameter of 21

sliders. Hydraulic lockable pump with blackl housing.

cm. Hydraulic lockable pump with stainless steel housing.

COMFORT CUSHION
Available in all colours from the Welonda
colour range. For added comfort while
seated and variety of colour.

PROTECTIVE CASE
To help keep your Comfort as-new for as
long as possible, we advise using a protective case. Use in the event of staining
to the protective case on the back of the
chair/wash unit. A protective case for
the leg section of the wash unit protects
against damage caused by footwear.

C O M F O R T WA S H F U N C T I O N
This washbasin, featuring a depth of 50 cm, a width of

The Comfort Wash features a thermo-

54 cm and a height of 29 cm, is perfectly suited to long

stat tap with 38-degree locking.

hairs, and the straight connection to the wash unit
makes it ergonomically sound, thanks to the working
distance of up to 42 cm. The washbasin features an integrated tilting mechanism and is equipped with a cup
siphon with hair catcher.

The Comfort Wash can be supplied with
The Comfort Wash is supplied with a neck rubber for

a shaft connection on the upper or lower

increased comfort while lying down.

side of the unit.

The washbasin features an integrated hand shower

Operate the optional roller massage

which can be rotated 360 degrees and which features

and/or the electrically-adjustable leg

an anti-drop system. The hand shower can be operated

section on the right-hand side of the

using an open/close system.

washunit.

Comfort Wash can be supplied with an electrically-

COMFORT CUSHION

adjustable leg section, which is safe for children.

Available in all colours from the Welonda
colour range. For added comfort while
seated and variety of colour.

PROTECTIVE CASE
Comfort Wash can be supplied with a new roller mas-

To help keep your Comfort as-new for as

sage in the back of the wash unit.

long as possible, we advise using a protective case. Use in the event of staining
to the protective case on the back of the
chair/wash unit. A protective case for
the leg section of the wash unit protects
against damage caused by footwear.

The LED lighting option lends an extra touch to the
Comfort Wash, ensuring a well-lit wash island.

COMFORT DESK FUNCTION
The Comfort Desk is a reception desk featuring wood and mirrored panels from Welonda’s Choice of Colours that can be fully
individualised to suit any taste and adapted to the style of your
salon.

The Comfort Desk is available with 2, 3 or 4 inner cabinets and a
width of 113, 169 or 225 cm, depth of 55 cm and height of 101 cm.

The layout of the inside cabinets depends on your needs. The
inside cabinets are available with door fronts, drawer fronts, a
cash drawer and open compartments.

COMFORT UNIT FUNCTION
The Comfort Style and Comfort Chair are a unique
combination that fully meets your tastes and needs.
Like the other members of the Comfort family, the
Comfort Style is fitted with wood and mirrored panels from Welonda’s Choice of Colours (laminates and
mirrors).

The Comfort Style is 240 cm high, 85 cm wide and 24
or 46 cm deep (depth with inner cabinet). The mirror
measures 160 cm x 55 cm, while the wooden top has
a height of 80 cm.

The Comfort Style is available with 2 inside cabinets
with a width of 30 cm, a height of 160 cm and 80 cm
and 6 compartments. The cabinet space has a ‘push
to open’ mechanism, right opening door and is available with integrated power outlets (black and white).
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